Abstract-MIMICRI is a signal-processing algorithm that has been shown to blindly infer and invert memoryless nonlinear functions of unobservable bandlimited signals, such as the mapping from the unobservable positions of the speech articulators to observable speech sounds. We review results of using MIMICRI on toy problems and on human speech data. We note that MIMICRI requires that the user specify two parameters: the dimensionality and pass-band of the unobservable signals. We show how to use cross-validation to help estimate the passband. An unexpected consequence of this work is that it helps separate signals with overlapping frequency bands.
I. INTRODUCTION
In this work we extend our previous work [1] [2] on the speech inverse problem -the problem of recovering the positions of the tongue, lips, and other speech articulators from speech acoustics. It is standard practice to treat speech acoustics as a sequence of T vectors, y(t) ∈ R m , t ∈ {1, . . . , T }, where each y(t) is a vector characterizing a short-time window of the speech signal [3] . For example, the elements of y may give m formant frequencies or m cepstrum coefficients. The acoustic window is assumed to be sufficiently short that the n articulator positions during the t th window (comprised by the vector x(t) ∈ R n ) are approximately constant for the duration of the window. Furthermore, acoustics are typically assumed to be a memoryless function of the articulator positions, i.e., y(t) = f (x(t)), f : R n → R m . For convenience, we write the sequence of articulator position vectors as a matrix,
. . .
and use X ·i to denote the i th column of X. The prime ( ) symbol is used to indicate the transpose.
One approach to solving the speech inverse problem is to use a supervised learning algorithm to estimate f −1 given training data consisting of simultaneously collected acoustic and articulator measurements, e.g., [4] [5] [6] [7] .
A second approach is to use a computational model of f based on the physics of speech production, which is then inverted by finding the x(t) such that f (x(t)) best approximates y(t) over all t, e.g., [3] [8] .
Both of the approaches mentioned above are difficult to apply in practice. Collecting simultaneous acoustic and articulator data is time consuming and invasive. In addition, since vocal tract shapes and the resulting acoustics differ between individuals, f or f −1 must be inferred for a large number of individuals if we expect to apply this approach to the general population. Even the acoustics for a single individual can be affected by microphone changes, sickness, etc., so the number of talker/microphone combinations to be modeled or learned quickly becomes unwieldy.
In our previous work, we proposed a third approach to the speech inverse problem. The solution we proposed is to use a blind algorithm called MIMICRI. Being blind means that MIMICRI can learn the relationship between acoustics and articulator positions (as opposed to having it prespecified by a computer model) even without measured articulator data. Being blind lets MIMICRI recover articulation from acoustics when the other approaches cannot.
In our previous simulation work we created simulated articulator trajectories and then applied non-linear functions to the articulator trajectories to provide simulated acoustics. MIMICRI was then used to invert the mapping from simulated articulation to simulated acoustics for discontinuous functions, functions from R 2 to R 3 , and even a many-to-one mapping. In all cases, the trajectories estimated by MIMICRI were very accurate.
MIMICRI was also tested using speech acoustics by comparing MIMICRI's estimates of articulator positions to measured articulator positions. MIMICRI estimated five articulator from each acoustic vector. Each acoustic vector comprised 128 spectral envelope parameters derived from cepstra. The linear correlations between measured articulator positions and the MIMICRI-estimated articulator positions were higher than the correlations between acoustics and articulator positions. Since linear dimensionality reduction of the acoustics cannot improve the correlation with articulator positions, MIMICRI performed a non-linear function inversion/dimensionality reduction.
MIMICRI needs to be given some information about articulation. As applied to date, MIMICRI assumes that, for all possible motions of articulator i, the motion has energy in frequencies from 0 Hz to the cut-off frequency ν i Hz.
In order to recover articulator positions accurately, MIMICRI currently needs to be told the number of articulators to recover and must be given accurate estimates of the ν i values. We useν i to represent the estimated ν i . In this paper we focus on developing techniques for determining ν i without using articulator measurements.
The remainder of this document proceeds as follows. In section II we give a very brief overview of MIMICRI. Our previous publications provide more details. Part of our approach to inferring ν i is to use a leave-one-out error, as described in Section III. In section IV we give two theorems that have guided us in our efforts to infer ν i . We then show some results of using our technique on a simulation problem in Section V. Finally, we conclude that we have made the first steps toward making MIMICRI able to recover articulator positions even if the frequency band of the articulator motions cannot be directly measured.
II. MIMICRI
MIMICRI finds a function, g :
As we did with x and X, we combinex(t) to form a matrix, X, withx (t) being the t th row ofX. We useX ·i to denote the i th column ofX. MIMICRI attempts to find a g such that theX have energy only in the frequency band from 0 Hz toν i . That is, ideally the sequence
is a low-pass signal with the cut-off frequencyν i . MIMICRI expects to be given many different acoustic sequences resulting from many X, and each could have a different duration. For the purposes of this paper we will assume all X are the same duration.
The frequency constraint is embodied by the equationX ·i ≈ Cv i , where v i ∈ R F is a vector that can take on any value. C is an orthogonal T × F matrix (C C = I) with T > F and columns spanning the space of signals with no energy aboveν i . With an appropriate selection of C, v i is the Fourier transformX ·i (although v i only includes frequencies from 0 toν i ). Thus, CC X ·i is a filtered version ofX ·i .
We are studying a non-parametric version of MIMICRI in which each y(t) is first quantized (mapped to an index with an integer value from 1 to Q). MIMICRI's job is to map each index to a point in R d . The mapping from the index values to points in R d is specified by the Q × d matrix, μ, in which row i gives the position in R d associated with the quantization index i. Therefore,X = Sμ, where S is a T × Q matrix with the [i, j] th element being 1 if y(i) is mapped to index j and 0 otherwise. MIMICRI finds μ by minimizing the sum squared difference (which we call the MIMICRI error) between Sμ and CC Sμ. For convenience, we defineX ≡ CC Sμ. The larger the value of Q, the better we can approximate complicated g, so we expect the MIMICRI error to decrease with increasing Q until limited by lack of sufficient training data.
Note that MIMICRI is not explicitly trying to find a mapping to articulation -it is only trying to find a mapping to bandlimited trajectories. However, sinceX is a function of acoustics, acoustics are a function of articulator positions, and articulator positions are bandlimited, MIMICRI is attempting to find a mapping from bandlimited articulator trajectories to new trajectories with the same bandlimits. Our previous work has proven that, under suitable conditions, mappings from bandlimited trajectories to trajectories with the same bandlimits are affine (linear plus a constant). So, while MIMICRI does not explicitly recover articulator positions, MIMICRI takes acoustics which are nonlinearly related to articulation and returns values that are related to articulator trajectories by an affine function. Specifically, if 1) f is invertible, 2) we are given Y for all possible X, 3) theν i values supplied to MIMICRI match the actual ν i values, 4) d = n, and 5) other minor constraints are met, thenx = Ax + b, where A is an arbitrary n × n matrix and b ∈ R n is an arbitrary vector. The conditions of the proof are sufficient but not necessary. For example, for very general f we need to be given all possible Y as required by condition. However, simulation results and mathematical analysis show that inversion can be accomplished, in some cases, with very little data. Furthermore, condition 1 (requiring that f is invertible) is also not strictly necessary, since it has been shown that it is possible to recover X from Y in at least one case with a many-to-one f . The ability to invert many-to-one mappings is not so surprising given that we use the constraint that articulator trajectories must be low-frequency trajectories, which makes interpolation possible.
In our previous work, allν i were set to the same value (ν i =ν j ∀i, j). The value ofν i was estimated from articulator data or set using known simulation parameters, depending on the problem. In this paper we extend previous results by attempting to recover theν i values from y data while allowinĝ ν i to vary with i. Success at this endeavor will allow us to use MIMICRI in cases where we do not have prior knowledge of ν i .
III. LEAVE-ONE-OUT CROSS-VALIDATION Ideally, the d andν i values would be chosen to optimize the performance of some application. For example, if MIMICRI was being used for speech recognition, we could test all possible values of d andν i , using the values that give the best speech recognition performance. However, testing a speech recognition algorithm for even one setting of these parameters would be computationally expensive. Testing a wide range of values would be prohibitive. Thus, we are studying leaveone-out cross-validation for solving the problem of finding theν i values that best approximate the ν i values. The results presented here are preliminary. We expect to expand on them in future work.
Note that the frequency constraint gives us the ability to interpolate for missing data. For example, if y(t) was missing for one value of t, say t = τ , but the rest of the acoustic sequence was present, we could still get an estimate ofX. The estimatedX obtained without y(τ ), which we callX τ , is calculated using:
In (2) S τ is the same as S except with row τ removed and C τ is the same as C with row τ removed. We usex t (t) to mean row t ofX τ with τ = t. We then define a leave-one-out (LOO) error as:
where · 2 indicates the 2-norm. The denominator of (3) normalizes for the variance ofX.
Using C t· to indicate row t of C, and sinceV = C X , it can be shown thatx τ (t) = C t·V − C t· C τ ·x (τ )). This can be used to get a more efficient formula for the LOO error:
The LOO error can also be expressed in terms of μ. Future work should explore the consequences of adjusting μ to optimize the LOO error instead of the MIMICRI error. Doing so would optimize our ability to use context information to recover missing data.
IV. TWO RELEVANT THEOREMS
Using the LOO error, we could test a wide variety of parameter settings fairly efficiently. However, there appears to be more to gain from further analysis. Our analysis is incomplete. Nonetheless, since the theorems presented below influenced our approach to findingν i values, we have decided to describe our work to date.
Both theorems focus on h ≡ g • f , because h tells us the relationship betweenX and X. Proofs are omitted due to space constraints.
Theorem 1: Using the definitions for x,x,X ·1 , X ·i , and C supplied above, and the special case h : R n → R,x(t) = h(x(t)), if for all F × n matrices V there exists av ∈ R F such that X = CV andX = Cv, then
where a i and k are arbitrary scalar constants. The implication of this theorem is that if the n-dimensional articulator trajectories are bandlimited as characterized by C, and MIMICRI finds a g that transforms the acoustics to the motion of a single inferred articulator, the single inferred articulator trajectory will be an affine function of the actual articulator trajectories. there exists av ∈ R F such that X = Dv andX = Cv, then h(·) = 0.
The second theorem shows that we cannot find a non-trivial mapping from a one-dimensional (n = 1) X with cut-off frequency ν 1 to a one-dimensional (d = 1)X with aν 1 < ν 1 . This theorem does not address the case where we attempt the mapping with values of d = 1 or n = 1, so further work is needed, but we expect the results to carry through for the case of multiple dimensions as long as we look over all possible signals. Thus, we expect (but have not proven) that the MIMICRI error will be large if we try to map acoustics to estimated articulator trajectories with too low a value ofν i .
Combining these theorems suggested an interesting hypothesis for the case where n > 1 and d = 1. To be concrete, suppose that n = 2 (the motions of the articulators can be parameterized using only two values) and we tell MIMICRI to map the acoustics to a signal with d = 1. Further suppose that X ·1 has ν 1 = 8 and X ·2 has ν 2 = 12. Now consider three scenarios:
1) We supply a value ofν 1 < 8 to MIMICRI. In this case, we expect to get a high MIMICRI error and a high LOO error because that would require mapping high-frequency signals to low-frequency signals.
2) We supply a value ofν 1 = 8 to MIMICRI. In this case, we expectX ·1 to be a linear combination of the X ·i as in (5) . However, if a 2 from (5) is nonzero, the MIMICRI error will be high since that would require us to map 12 Hz signal to a signal with an 8 Hz cut-off frequency. So we expect that a 2 will be 0, implying that the MIMICRI error and the LOO error will be low. It also implies thatX ·1 will only include information about the motion of one articulator. In other words, MIMICRI will not only blindly recover the cutoff frequency of one articulator, but it will blindly separate information about that articulator from information about the other articulator, despite their overlapping frequency bands.
3) We supply a value ofν 1 > 8. The MIMICRI error will remain low but the relationship between the articulator trajectory and the estimated trajectory may become nonlinear. As the estimate of the true articulator trajectory gets worse, we expect that the LOO error will increase.
If this hypothesis turns out to be correct, it suggests that we can determine the correct ν i by using MIMICRI to map to a one-dimensional solution while varyingν i to find a minimum LOO error. After the first articulation component is estimated, MIMICRI could look for a second component uncorrelated with the first, repeating the process to find all ν i .
V. SIMULATION STUDIES
We used a simulation study to test the hypothesis presented in the previous section. We created 100 distinct X with n = 2 to serve as simulated articulator trajectories. Each X had a duration of 2 seconds and was sampled at 50 Hz, so T = 100. For each X, X ·1 was generated by X ·1 = Cv with the columns of C spanning the space of signals with energy from 0 Hz to 8 Hz. A different randomly generated v was used to create each X ·1 . The elements of v were allowed to vary from -0.5 to 0.5. The X ·2 values were created in the same way but using a C that allowed signals up to 12 Hz.
The resulting x(t) values were transformed into simulated acoustics, y(t), using the Cartesian-to-polar coordinate transform. The LBG algorithm was used to vector quantize the set of all y(t) values into 512 categories, which pilot studies showed was sufficient to accurately recover the X. Thus, the data input to MIMICRI was a set of 100 sequences of 100 quantization index values each. MIMICRI found μ for values ofν 1 ranging from 1 Hz up to 20 Hz. All of the μ were required to have 1 column. Thus, MIMICRI mapped the two-dimensional Y trajectories, and therefore the two-dimensional X trajectories, to onedimensionalX trajectories.
The MIMICRI error and the LOO error were calculated for eachν 1 . The results are shown in Fig. 1 . The sharp drop off in the MIMICRI error at 8 Hz and the well-defined minimum in the LOO error are what we expect to see if our hypothesis is correct. The results show that the LOO error determines the cut-off frequency of the (simulated) articulator trajectories using only (simulated) acoustic data.
A second important result of this simulation is that theX obtained by MIMICRI for the one-dimensional, 8 Hz case, captures the motion of the articulator with the 8 Hz cutoff frequency. Thus, although MIMICRI was given acoustic data that was a function of two underlying articulators with overlapping frequency bands, MIMICRI was able to separate information about one of the articulators from the information about the other.
We continued to test the hypothesis by using MIMICRI to estimate a second articulator from the same input data. The first column of μ was required to stay the same as the solution obtained when looking for a one-dimensional solution at 8 Hz, but the second column of μ was estimated using various different cut-off frequencies from 1 Hz to 20 Hz. Working with the same data as Fig. 1 and using the 1D solution obtained with an 8Hz cut-off frequency, MIMICRI was allowed to estimate the motion of a second articulator using various cut-off frequencies. As before, the MIMICRI error drops to a very low value at the correct cut-off for the articulator (12Hz in this case). The leave-one-out error achieves a minimum at 12Hz. These results suggest that the cut-off frequencies in articulator data can be estimated using only acoustic data.
The MIMICRI error and the LOO error for various cut-off frequencies are shown in Fig. 2 . As before, the LOO error has a minimum at the correct cut-off frequency. The second dimension estimated by MIMICRI captures the motion of the second articulator very accurately. Since MIMICRI proved capable of separating signals with overlapping frequency bands, we decided to test MIMICRI in the case where one of the signals was white noise. To do this test, we created one-dimensional simulated articulator trajectories with ν 1 = 8 as before. The trajectories of the second simulated articulator were simply white noise.
Also as before, the simulated articulator trajectories were transformed by the Cartesian-to-polar coordinate transform to get simulated acoustics. Note that each component of each acoustic vector is strongly affected by noise when using this transform. The signal-to-noise ratio in the simulated articulator trajectories was -4.7 dB.
We studied the ability of MIMICRI to recover the simulated articulator trajectory using various values of Q. For each value of Q, five separate data sets were created using different random v i . MIMICRI mappings were calculated separately for each distinct data set.
The MIMICRI estimated articulator trajectories were then compared to the known articulator trajectories. The SNR values for various Q are shown in Fig. 3. From Fig. 3 , it is clear that MIMICRI was able to separate signal from noise in this case. Of particular interest is the 3dB/bit increase in the SNR for higher values of Q. While we typically expect to see a 6 dB per bit increase in the SNR when quantizing a one-dimensional signal, we applied the quantization to two-dimensional trajectories. This probably account for the As the number of quantization bits increases, we see an approximate 3db per bit increase in the SNR. For a 1D signal we would expect a 6db per bit increase in SNR, but in this case the quantization is being applied over 2 dimensions, so the increase is half as large. The 3 db per bit increase suggests that the increase in accuracy we get per bit using MIMICRI is what we would expect to see if we were quantizing the raw articulator data instead of non-linearly warped data.
increase being half as large. If so, then it should be noted that the accuracy with which MIMICRI recovers the signal from the noise is approximately what we would expect if we were quantizing the raw articulator trajectories instead of a nonlinear combination of the articulator trajectory and noise.
VI. CONCLUSION
In addition to extending the mathematics of MIMICRI, this work supports two conclusions. We state those conclusions as they relate to speech processing, although the theory extends to other fields as well. The first conclusion is that a leaveone-out error measure can aid in determining the cut-off frequency of articulator motions even when only acoustics, not articulator positions, can be measured. The second conclusion is somewhat more surprising: when different articulators have different cut-off frequencies, it is possible to blindly separate the articulator trajectories given a nonlinear combination of the signals.
The first conclusion simplifies the use of MIMICRI on new speech data by reducing the number of parameters that need to be set from prior knowledge. To get the full benefits of MIMICRI, we need to be able to estimate articulator cut-off frequencies from acoustics and also find a way to estimate the number of articulators to estimate. The problem of estiamting the number of articulator has not been addressed yet.
The second conclusion simplifies MIMICRI by further nailing down the relationship between estimated and actual articulation. Our previous work supports the conclusion that MIMICRI can recover articulator positions to within an affine transform. That means that a single estimated articulator estimate output by MIMICRI may actually contain information about two articulators, e.g., lip motion and tongue tip motion. For a speech recognition problem, closing the lips and closing the vocal tract with the tongue tip are very different, so we will want to separate lip motion from tongue tip motion. This work made the first steps toward doing the signal separation in a blind fashion.
The extension of the second conclusion to the problem of separating signal from noise is intriguing and merits further exploration. The generality of the ability to separate signal from noise is not clear. Our simulation differs from many realworld situations in that the signal and noise were combined using an invertible mapping. Simple addition of signal to noise is not invertible and we speculate that we are unlikely to obtain this result for additive noise. Nonetheless, such an ability should not be overlooked.
In addition to the conclusions above, we have also pointed out areas for future research, including 1) optimizing the leaveone-out error instead of the MIMICRI error, 2) estimating the number of articulators without using prior knowledge, and 3) blindly separating signals that have been non-linearly combined. In addition, it will be essential to show that the articulator positions recovered by MIMICRI capture all of the necessary information from the speech signal. Perhaps the easiest way to show this is to synthesize speech from the estimated articulators. We expect to attack this problem in the near future.
